The below submission has been lodged and confirmed on the AEMC Web site.

Submission Type: Rule Change

Reference: Implementing a general power system risk review

Organisation: Retired

First Name: David

Last Name: White

Email: waterline1972@outlook.com.au

Phone Number: 0437 121705

Comments: RE The Age article p9 BarrAEMC CEO re Solar Reform to prevent overload of grid network. A solution IGNORED both on p9 and p18 would be to offer subsidies/incentives to encourage more residential battery installations thereby encouraging excess solar generation to “Stay” on residential properties rather than being exported to the failing overpriced (daily charges for poles etc) grid network. Problem solved. Rather than giving the impression you’ve no idea what to do this is a simple, straightforward solution and rewards those of us who’ve put $8500 into self help with energy use. With a proposed 50% reduction in feed in tariff, yet NO change to $1.25 Daily Charges and 23.5c per kWh grid power we were stupid to put $8500 of Solar on our roof weren’t we because now you change the rules. Refund????